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for Clare.........

"Cooking is an art and patience a virtue. Careful shopping, fresh
ingredients and an unhurried approach are nearly all you need.
There is one more thing - love. Love for food and love for those you
invite to your table. With a combination of these things you can be
an artist"

- Keith Floyd





Jack Chicken

1 medium free range chicken

Jack Daniels Marinade:
200 mls Jack Daniels

200 mls olive oil
2 tbs tomato puree

1 tbs cayenne pepper
1 tbs English mustard
2 tbs soft brown sugar

1 tbs sweet paprika
1 tbs Worcestershire sauce

1 tbs garlic salt
1 tbs celery salt

what you need

feeds 4



If you have ever had chicken at a BBQ that was burnt on the outside and raw in the inside
then this cooking method will ensure you never suffer from that!

Kick off by prepping the chicken - remove the back bone with a sharp knife (your butcher can
do this if you aren't into it). Make deep slashes in the thighs and legs to ensure even cooking
and allowing the marinade to work in.

Next the marinade - combine all of the ingredients well in a large deep baking tray until you
get a rich deep red mixture - season to taste. Drop in the chicken and massage the marinade
all over it, leave in the marinade, cling and sling in the fridge for at least 2-3 hours. At this
stage skewer the chicken with 2 metal skewers in a cross - poke the skewer through the
right wing to the left thigh and vice versa this will also help conduct the heat right through
the bird.

Cooking will  be done in two stages - first in the oven then to the BBQ- this means the chook
will be perfectly cooked. 

To start, leave the bird in the marinade tray, cover with tin foil and place in a pre-heated oven
at 160c for 45 minutes.

To finish, sling the chook on the full tilt BBQ for 10 minutes each side, you can
also baste with the first cooking juices and some more Jack Daniels - keep turning and
checking the bird for done-ness and to be 100% sure cut into legs and thighs and look for
any pink - leave on the flames if it isn't fulling cooked!!!!

Serve with a great slaw and some homemade BBQ sauce....and of course a great JD and ice!

how ya do it....

funky



Indian Scotchies

3 eggs
2 tbs hot madras curry powder

1/2 glass milk
300 grams AP flour

500 grams breadcrumbs
450 grams great quality sausage meat

what you need

makes 2



Boil the eggs to your own preference, personally I don’t dig runny eggs – I’m a 4 minute guy
 myself 

Mix the curry powder with the sausage meat and fry off a piece to check seasoning. Sausage
meat can be pretty salty so be careful.

Set up your flour, egg wash (1 egg mixed with the milk) and the bread crumb line.

Split the meat into two and flatten into burger style patties about 1cm thick. Plonk a cooled
and peeled egg in the middle and season with a little curry powder.

Pull the meat up and around the egg and squish it together to form a full meat ball. As much
as you can form it into smooth ball.

Dust the balls with the flour and knock off any excess then drop them into the egg wash and
coat well.

Next get into the bread crumbs and pat all over until all of the sausage meat is completely
covered. You can do this twice just leave out the flour on the second pass.

Before cooking Sling the Scotchies into the fridge to firm up for about 20minutes then deep
fry at 180c for about 5 minutes – this is only to get the coating golden and crisp.

Finish in the oven at 160c for 20minutes – but to be 100% simply push a knife into the layer
of sausage meat, hold it there for 2 second then put the knife to you lip..if it's hot its cooked.

If you can, I recommend eating these off a table tennis table, if you can’t…just come round
mine and well sort it out.

funky

how ya do it....



Spiced flatties

For the spiced lamb mix:

500 grams minced lamb
1 tbs ground cumin
1 tbs garlic powder

1 tbs salt flakes
1-2 tps hit chili powder (to your

own taste)
1 tbs tomato puree

1 tbs sumac

what you need
For the flat bread:

200grams plain flour
1 packet fast action yeast
125 mils luke warm water

2 tps salt

makes 2



Start by getting the flat bread ready, this is pretty similar to pizza base making. Combine the
flour, water, salt and yeast in a big bowl and bring together with a fork then your fingers to
create a dough. Turn out onto a floured board and knead for a minimum of 15 minutes. Form
the dough into a ball then back into the mixing bowl, cover with a damp cloth and leave to
rise for about 90 minutes.

When the dough has at least doubled in size, knock it back, turn it out onto the board again
and divide into two equal size pieces. With your fingers and hands pull and stretch the dough
into long oval shapes, you can use a pin to roll down to about 1/2 cms thick. Then set on a
large baking tray under a cloth.

Next get the spiced lamb together, add the mince to a bowl and add in the cumin, garlic, salt,
chili, puree and sumac and mix very, very well. At this stage I like to really get the lamb pasted
so I run it through a blitzer to get it super fine.

You can now adjust the seasoning, simply pinch off a piece and fry it to gauge seasoning,
spice and heat – if you are happy then we can begin! 

Simply spread a thin layer of the mix across the flatbread to the very edge (it will pull back
during cooking) then sling into a full tilt oven…220c if you can get it, bake for about 8-10
minutes. The flatbread will bubble and rise, this is what you want and also do not be afraid of
a little charing! funky

how ya do it....



Chicken 'babs

8 large, free range chicken thighs –
boned and skinned

1 tps hot chili flakes
2 tps celery salt
2 tps salt flakes

2 tps cumin powder
zest of 1 lemon

2 tps sumac
1 tps cracked black pepper

4 tbs olive oil

what you need

makes 4



So, this is probably one of easiest chicken dishes I have ever made…it’s lazy but it will blow
your socks off.

Combine all of the above ingredients (except the chicken) in a bowl – the marinade needs to
have a real kick at this stage…don't fear as it will mellow and ease during the cooking.

Add the chicken to the marinade, smother it and leave to sit for at least 2 hours....or over-
night is you can.

When you are ready to cook, simply thread the chicken onto metal skewers and grill under a
screaming hot grill for about 3-4 minutes on each side.

Always, always, always cut into the chicken to be 100% sure it is cooked – stuff the timings,
they will vary because my grill will be better (maybe) than yours. Use you eyes when cooking
chicken do not trust blindly to timings and the quality of your oven!!

To serve whip up a fresh green salad of raw broccoli, red onion and salad leaves

funky

how ya do it....



Get stuffed!

3 whole sweet pepper – red, green and yellow
250 grams of quality minced lamb

1 tbs cumin powder
1 tps chili flakes

2-3 baby courgettes thinly sliced
1 small red onion finely diced
1 cloves garlic finely sliced

3 tps dried oregano
1 tbs tomato paste
1 tps anchovy paste

100 grams cooked and cooled rice

what you need

serves 3-4



Kick things off by splitting the peppers in two right through the stem, remove the seeds and
as much of the pith as you can but leave the stem…..it looks a bit funky when it chars.

Smother the peppers in good olive oil, season with salt flakes then sling in a pre-heated
oven at 180c – we get back to these in about 20-25 minutes!

Next bop a wide shallow pan on the heat, soften the onions, courgette and garlic for a couple
of minutes then straight in with the minced lamb. When the lamb begins to brown and give
up its fat add the chili flakes, cumin, tomato paste, oregano and anchovy paste and cook out
for a further 5-8 minutes. Season as required then add the rice and combine well. 

If things look a little dry then add in a splash of water or even better….beer.

You can leave the minced lamb mix simmer until the peppers are done – check them after 20
minutes and if they are soft and chared then they are ready to stuffed. Spoon the minced lamb
mix into the peppers and serve with a big dollop of Taztiki!

funky

how ya do it....



The Shank!

Ingredients – for 2 (or double for 4….. d’uh)
2 Lamb Shanks
6 cloves garlic

1 tablespoon tomato paste
2-3 anchovie fillets

1 medium white onion
1 bottle of good red wine

200mls chicken stock

what you need

makes 2



Make sure you get the good stuff from the butchers, at this time of the year you are getting
slightly older lamb which is great – punchier and gamier. Simple season well all over with salt
and cracked black pepper

This is ultra important – brown the shanks all over in a pan with some olive oil – the more
browning at this stage the deeper colour the sauce will have. By the way the whole ‘sealing in
flavour’ is rubbish…this is a colour thing and a sugars things – the flavour ain’t goin’ no
where believe me!

Half then run your knife through the onion in thick slices – about 1/2 cms.
Add the onions to the same pan and brown up a little, then in with then anchovies, garlic and
tomato paste. Get them well acquainted over a medium heat mixing well with a wooden
spoon.

At this stage crank up the heat to full and add 1/2 the wine, boil then simmer for a 3-4
minutes

Add the rest of the wine from the bottle to a deep pot along with the stock the shanks and the
wine mix from the pan the liquid should come about all the way up but not cover the shanks.
Lid on then into the oven at 120 for 4 hours. Serve with a buttered mash and a good root veg
– carrots or broad beans. funky

how ya do it....



Parma pizza

Base:

250grams of strong white bread flour
1 pack of fast acting yeast

1 tsp salt
1 tsp sugar

150 grams luke warm water

Sauce:

Tin of good chopped tomatos
Fresh Basil – hand full

Salt to taste

Good quality Parma ham

what you need

this is mine!!!



Start off with the bread base – combine flour, yeast, salt, sugar and mix together in a deep
bowl (don’t hang around as the salt will kill the yeast if you leave it). Bang in the luke warm
water and get stuck in with your hands, dusting as you need in order to prevent cement
fingers. When all is combined turn out onto a floured board and kneed for a minimum of
10mins, pull and stretch the dough until it starts to become smooth. Put the ball of dough
back in the bowl and cover, leave for 1hr until its doubles in size.

After the dough has risen, knock it back (hit it and it deflates) then begin forming the basic
pizza shape. Don’t get the rolling pin out as it knocks the remaining air right out and you’ll
end up with crispy frisbee. Pull and stretch with your fingers and make a ‘rustic’ looking base
(see above).

Get the oven on and really crank it to full, the greater the heat the better.  Place your base on a
flat baking tray, spoon on the tomato, rip on some basil and finish with torn pieces of the
Buffalo Mozerella. 10minutes in your hellishly hot oven will do the job.

You can check if the underside of the pizza is cooked if it slides around on the baking tray
when you shake it – if it doesn’t move then leave it!

Finish your Pizza with the Parma Ham and your Parmesan shavings….Bada Bing.

funky

how ya do it....



Crispy mussels

Fresh mussels – 1 1/2 kilos
150 grams bread crumbs
Fat bunch flat leaf parsley

100 grams grated Pecorino cheese
Zest of one lemon

1 tablespoon of cayenne ( I like the heat)
1/2 medium red onion

what you need

serves 2



Kick things off by prepping up the mussels – there are two stages to this, first ‘rip’ off their
beards. You can’t miss these, the mussel uses them to cling to the rocks or ropes. They pull
away with a quick tug.

Next scrub the mussels under cold running water, get rid of any sea debris and barnacles. At
this stage any mussels that don’t close up tight you need to get rid of – they are dead. 

 Sling the mussels into a pot with about 50 mls of water just to get things going. Put on the
lid and steam the mussels for about 4-6 minutes shaking the pot regularly.

When they begin to open and you can see the orange coloured flesh clearly they are done –
get them out and away from the heat. Any mussels that have not opened  sling them in the bin

Open all the mussels and separate meat from shell. Keep half the shells and place 2-3 mussels
on the half shell, I use sea salt on a baking tray to keep them steady and up right.

To make the stuffing – run the knife through the onion, parsley – zest the lemon and grate the
cheese. In a pan saute the onion until just soft in about 100 grams of butter (or olive oil if
you prefer).

To make the stuffing simply combine parsley, cheese, cayenne, onion and lemon with the
bread crumbs – season to taste, you want this punchy.

To stuff the mussels spoon a small amount of the stuffing directly onto the half shell and
press it down to form what looks like a little mound.

Sling these beauties under a screaming hot grill for about 4-6 minutes or until they are
golden crisp brown – watch like a hawk!!

The best thing to serve these with is a mountain of skinny homemade fries

funky

how ya do it....



Baby Backs

4 full baby back racks
1 tbs smoked paprika

2 tps cracked black pepper corns
1 tbs cumin seeds
1 tbs salt flakes

1 tbs garlic powder
1.5 tbs coconut sugar (or dark brown sugar)

what you need

feeds 4



Combine, slat flakes, pepper corns, paprika, cumin seeds, garlic powder and Coconut sugar in
a mortar and pestle. If you don’t have one…..get one……or use a blitzer. But,
seriously……if you’re reading this you really should have a Mortar and Pestle.

Hammer the crap out of everything until you have a simple dry rub – this stuff is gold dust
and should have a deep peppery, smokey kick – taste it and adjust the seasoning as you feel.
You’ll want it to be pretty fuckin’ punchy at this stage so don’t worry if it takes your head off,
it’ll calm down.

lay the racks out on a few sheets of grease proof paper and liberally dust them with the dry
rub you just wazzed together and massage in with your fingers.

This is the really, really important bit – it’s time to sweat the meat – wrap the racks tightly in
cling film then sling in the fridge for a 12 hours. You can get away with 1-2 hours
marinating but the longer you leave this the better.

Remove the racks from the cling and lay flat on shallow roasting tray, glug or two of olive oil
and some cut onions if you feel onion-y. Slap on a tight fitting lid of tin foil and bounce into
the oven at 120c for 2 hours on the nose!

Remove the racks and leave to cool on a grill tray, when cooled baste liberally with the
roasting liquid (read: lovely, lovely fat!)

Grill hard on both side – you’re for snap crackle and pop coming from under your grill, 2-3
minute on each side will do it. Serve with a good slaw and fat-arsed homemade chips:

That’s it, brilliant ribs, fall off the bone, spiced and smoked.

funky

how ya do it....



Giant Gambas

4 whole giant Gambas
300mls really good olive oil

2 cloves garlic
bunch of fresh parsley – finely chopped
bunch of fresh thyme – finely chopped

1 Lime
Chilli flakes

what you need

enuff for 2



Whip up a simple chilli and herb marinade for the prawns – combine Oil, Garlic, Lime and the
herbs….mix well.

Next ‘butterfly’ the gambas – if you are cool with a knife then split the gamba right up the
middle from the belly shell just until you hit the back shell but not all the way through.

Open out each of the gambas exposing the flesh, season with S&P then make sure they get
well coated with the marinade. Cling and sling in the fridge for about 10 minutes..no longer
oas the lime juice will start cooking the gambas.

Cook out on a screaming hot BBQ (or if you reading this and it’s raining just sling them
under you grill inside). You’ll need 2-3 minutes on each side but always cut into the flesh and
check…it’s should be vibrant white and firm to touch.

Serve with a good Tzatiki and crusty bread

funky

how ya do it....



Sweet
stuff



Oreo & Baileys

Orea cookies – 120grams
Double cream – 120 mils

Cream Cheese – 1 pack of plain cream cheese
Bailys – 2 tbs spoons

Poncy chocolate balls – a scattering of
Butter – 35 grams real butter

Sugar – 4 tbs (or to you own taste)

what you need

greedy?

Serves you



Kick off by making the base, remove the white centre of the cookies and discard – wazz the
cookies to a bread crumb consistency and place into a bowl.

Melt the butter and combine with the cookies, mix well with a wooden spoon the arrange into
the bottom of a mid sized kilner jar. Pat down well then into a fridge to tighten up for about
30minutes.

Next whip the cream until it forms stiff peaks, then in with the cream cheese, sugar and
Bailys – combine well then add on top of the cookie base after it has chilled well.

Finish by adding a full Oreo cookie and a scattering of the chocolate decorations.
How easy is that!

funky

how ya do it....



Churros!!

250grms plain flour
2 tablespoons of caster sugar

1 egg, beaten
1 pinch salt

2 tps vanilla essence
350mls boiling water

50grms unsalted butter, melted
Veg oil for deep frying.

what you need

enuff for 2



So kick things off by adding the flour and sugar to a large mixing bowl. Combine the boiling
water, butter and vanilla essence then add straight into the flour and sugar mix. Mix really well
with a wooden spoon, after about 2 minutes add the egg and continue to mix until you have
 a pretty stodgy batter mix.

Leave to one side to cool.

Next get the cooking oil up to speed but only to about 150c – when the oil is heating spoon
the Churros batter into a piping bag with a star nozzle. When the oil hits temperature, pipe in
a little of the batter mix – clip it off with scissors. Let the test piece get nice and golden, it
won’t take long then remove – rip it open and check that it’s fluffy inside.

To cook the churros then simply pipe them into the oil in batches of two or three depending
on how funky you want to make them! Remove them to kitchen paper to drain then dust with
sugar and cinnamon – serve with a simple melted chocolate bar and eat immediately!

funky

how ya do it....



Big Blue

110 grams butter
80 grams of soft brown sugar

2 medium eggs
110 grams self-raising flour

1 tps baking powder
handful of fresh blueberries

what you need

makes 6



Kick things off by combining (creaming) the butter and sugar together, make sure you start
with soft butter so leave it out of the fridge for about 1 hour before starting.

When the butter is soft cream it together with the sugar at this stage you can use an electric
hand whisk.

Next add in the eggs one at a time and now use a hand whisk and slowly combine everything
– to fast or aggressive and your mix will split.

Combine well for at least 3-4 minutes then add the flour and blueberries. Mix well until
completely combined.

Crank up the oven at this point to 200c then spoon the mix into 6 paper muffin cases then set
them into a bun tray.

Bake for about 20 minutes or until the muffins are golden brown.

funky

how ya do it....


